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Recommendation: Buy (S)
Target Price: $2.50
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EnWave Corporation (ENW-TSXV)
More Execution With Cannabis Opportunity
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ENW announced more royalty-bearing REV sales into the cannabis sector, this
time with Aurora Cannabis who has also purchased a $10 MM equity stake in ENW
(4.9% stake; consideration is 0.84 MM Aurora common shares). The deal includes:
(1) Purchase of two REVs (each 120 kW) for use at Aurora’s Sky and Sun facilities
in Canada; these sales are under a non-exclusive sub-license, as Tilray already
holds the master rights in Canada (sub-licenses can be issued with the royalties
being shared between ENW/Tilray).
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(2) Exclusive rights to REV in the European Union (ex. Portugal); to keep the rights,
Aurora has committed to purchasing a 120 kW REV within the next 60 days to be
used in Denmark; sub-licenses may be issued in the European Union with royalty
sharing between ENW/Aurora.

(royalty/rental only)
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(3) Option on the exclusive rights to REV in South America (ex. Peru) and
Australia; exercise of the option must happen within one year for South America
and within two years for Australia; the options can be exercised by purchasing a
120 kW REV in each jurisdiction.
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Impact:
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Event:

Positive. Our target is now $2.50 (was $2.25). We maintain a Buy (S) rating.
Commentary:
ENW is already starting to backfill the more aggressive cannabis market
assumptions we layered into our forecast change during late-March 2019 (link to
research note here). In fact, this most recent cannabis deal with Aurora already
covers ~40% of the cannabis-linked REV sales we had assumed in our forecast
through exit-F2020 (including the Aurora commitments/options outside Canada).
As more cannabis deals roll in, we may opt to get more aggressive with our
cannabis related forecast. In the meantime, our target price increase is driven by
more favorable target valuation metrics that we think are justified given ENW’s
financials/royalties that are meaningfully tilting towards the high growth global
cannabis sector. As described in our past research, our ENW target is based on a
multi-stage DCF capturing REV sales and the subsequent royalties, plus value for
Moon Cheese sales. However, we can more simply express the results of this
valuation approach as an EV/EBITDA multiple – our updated target price implies
12.0x F2020 EV/EBIDTA (was 10.5x). We think this multiple appropriately reflects
the EBITDA contribution mix that is near-equally split between REV equipment
sales (low multiple), royalties (high multiple) and Moon Cheese (mid multiple).
Investment Conclusion:

Source: BigCharts.com, April 26, 2019

We see stock upside as ENW continues to execute on REV opportunities in the
food/marijuana/hemp sectors and as the recurring royalty pool ramps in F2020+.

During the past twenty-four months, Cormark Securities Inc., either on its own or as a
syndicate member, participated in the underwriting of securities for EnWave Corporation
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and its (their) securities. I also certify that I have not been, and will not be receiving direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing the
specific recommendation(s) in this report.
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Top Pick
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expected to outperform its peer group
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Our ratings may be followed by "(S)" which denotes that the investment is speculative and has a higher degree of risk associated with it.
Additionally, our target prices are set based on a 12-month investment horizon.
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